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Overview 
The Kingdom of Ashelor has always had close but informal relations with the Empire of Yoahtl. In                 
this treaty, the Kingdom of Ashelor endeavours to formalise and deepen said relations by              
becoming a non-autonomous territory of the Empire of Yoahtl. 

Terms of Ascension 

Article 1 
The Kingdom of Ashelor shall become the Principality of Ashelor whereby it and its currently held                
territory shall join the Empire of Yoahtl and retain its existing governmental structures. 

Article 2 
The Kingdom of Ashelor shall cede the authority over military affairs and citizenship to the Empire                
of Yoahtl, but will retain its own player residency doctrines and rules and maintain the ability to                 
enter into non-military diplomacy including trade and infrastructure relationships with foreign           
nations provided such relations do not directly interfere with Yoahtlan military affairs, subject to              
the limits of strict scrutiny within Yoahtlan courts against any Yoahtlan governmental interference;             
that by default, unless the Yoahtlan federal government can, on a case by case basis, prove it to                  
be necessary to intervene, Ashelor shall retain its statal liberties as is standard of all               
non-autonomous territories. 

Article 3 
Bgbba, the Deputy Alcuahtl and creator of the Great Overland Rail, shall endeavour to prioritise               
eastward expansion of the rail towards and through the Kingdom of Ashelor when he is able. 

Article 4 
Citizens and trusted residents of the Kingdom of Ashelor will be allowed rights, privileges,              
freedoms, and liberties within New Yoahtl City afforded to all citizens of the Empire of Yoahtl                
including the right to access the city and freely participate in federal institutions. 
 

Legal Consequences 
The transition into a Principality under the sovereignty of the Empire of Yoahtl has implications to                
the Constitution and law of the Kingdom of Ashelor, and will now be referred to as the Principality                  
of Ashelor. 
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Treaty of Terestai 
The customs and precedent of the Principality of Ashelor dictate that Article 3 of the Treaty of 
Terestai be considered non-binding as it relates to personal promises of investment rather than 
issues of sovereignty or rights etc, thus is unenforceable. 

Royal Prerogative 

Article 2 
The rights and sovereignty of the Monarch in regards to territory shall be suspended. While the                
Principality of Ashelor shall retain its borders if for no other reason than to determine primary                
jurisdiction, it shall however cede territorial sovereignty over to the Empire of Yoahtl. 

Article 4 
The Supreme Court of Ashelor shall continue to be the highest court within the Principality of                
Ashelor, but shall be inferior to the federal courts of the Empire of Yoahtl. 

Article 5 
The Principality of Ashelor has ceded military sovereignty to the Empire of Yoahtl. As such, the                
Monarch no longer has an absolute right to own all groups pertaining to state security. 

Border Definitions, Prisoners’ Property Regulation, 
The Regulation of Embassies, The National Treasury, 

The National Anthem, and The National Flag 
All references to the Kingdom of Ashelor or its full sovereignty or nationhood shall be amended or                 
removed to reflect the Principality of Ashelor’s new status. 

The Regulation of Pearls 
It shall no longer be considered a crime to remove a pearl from the borders of the Principality of 
Ashelor providing that the pearl remains within the borders of the Empire of Yoahtl. 

Endorsing Server Updates 
This act shall be repealed since it is obsolete and references the Kingdom of Ashelor.  
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Signatures 
The signatures below convey both the approval, ratification, and legality of this treaty. 
 

Kingdom of Ashelor 

Orinnari, King of Ashelor 
 

Empire of Yoahtl 

Alcuahtl Mightyoddish 
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